
Series 
of lamps

“LIGHT FLOWERS”

DESIGNED BY
A L E X E Y
S H E V C H U K
PRODUCED BY
A R T B U Z R



We designed two sizes of lamps for lighting different places: apartments, restaurants, office centers etc. Flowers 
can be used separately or harmoniously combined in large light installations. The lamps can be easily hung on 
the wall (using hooks) and create the "flowerbeds" of light panels that will become an emotional and decorative 
accent in the interior.
Fabric lampshades can be white or have two different colors. An amazing effect is given by the overlay of differ-
ent colors of fabric lampshades, for example yellow and blue, when the light is turned on at the intersection of 
the fabrics turn the lampshade into a "watercolor" green.
In "LIGHT FLOWERS" with white lampshades, you can install LED RGB light bulb that can be programmed from a 
remote control, changing colors according to mood. Thus, this series of lamps, thanks to the open shape of the 
lampshade, performs the role of common and decorative lighting.
Collapsible design of the lamps is easy to assemble and doesn't require any tools, when disassembled it takes up 
small space and is handy for shipping.

To create "LIGHT FLOWERS" we were inspired by the 
NATURE with its immeasurable fantasy in which we learn 
the balance of harmony and simplicity.
The octagonal shape of "LIGHT FLOWERS" is an ancient 
symbol of the SUN - a symbol that gives protection and 
support in all good undertakings.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Material - steel / powder paint / 
light-scattering fabric lampshade
(can be washed in a washing 
machine on delicate mode)

Lampholder  E26 / E27, 1 pc 
Mounting  ceiling / pendant / wall
Adjustable suspension standard wire length with ceiling cup - 70 inch (180 cm)
 standard wire length with electric plug in - 157 inch (400 cm)
Dimensions:
"LIGHT FLOWER"  height - 11 inch (28 cm), diameter - 28.7 inch (73 cm)
"SMALL LIGHT FLOWER"  height - 8.6 inch (22 cm), diameter - 22.8 inch (58 cm)
Weight  (complete set with ceiling cup) 
"LIGHT FLOWER"  1.84 lb (835 g)
"SMALL LIGHT FLOWER"  1.52 lb (690 g)
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Mounting and connection options:

4. Sconce (wall lamps)3. Lamp with (US/EU) plug

70 inch (180 сm)

157 inch (400 сm)

2. Pendant light

1. Spider chandelier:
("Light Flower" 1 pc + "Small Light Flowers" 2 pcs)
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Color options for fabric 
lampshades

White fabric lampshades with LED RGB light bulbs
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